Tegrity Quick-fix Nugget: When I click my Tegrity Classes button in my course, it takes me to the wrong course in Tegrity.

Solution:
Sometimes when you import or copy an older course shell into your newer course shell, the Tegrity Classes button is imported and is pointing to the old course shell.

To solve this issue:
1. Navigate to the course that needs the Tegrity Link updated and look in your address bar at the top of your browser. You will see the address starting with “https://bblearn...”. You may have to click into the bar and use the right arrow on your keyboard to move across the address to find a six digit number as pictured below:
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   Either highlight and copy this number or write it down, you will need it momentarily.

2. Click the Drop Down menu beside the Tegrity Classes Button in your course: (Labeled 1)

3. Click on the “Web Link” option: (Labeled 2)

4. You will then see a box with “URL:” and a text box next to it pop up with: “/webapps/Teg-Tegrity-...”

5. Click into the very beginning of the box before the first “/” and type “https://bblearn.astate.edu” (Without quotes)

6. Then use the right arrow key on your keyboard to scroll over to find a similar six digit number.

7. Replace the six digit number in the URL box with the number that you found in step 1, and click “Submit”
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Now your Tegrity Classes button will work.